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Abstract | The inevitable circumstance of Covid-19 to di�erent tourism destinations requires a concer-

ted e�ort of the government, industry, and academe in �nding ways to continue tourism activities which

safeguard the health of the people while contributing to the economic development of a destination.

Thus, this research focuses how Divisoria may be branded as a potential shopping tourism destina-

tion for local and foreign tourists. Speci�cally, the variance in the assessments, motivating factors for

shopping, and the necessary actions to make Divisoria a tourism destination that prioritizes welfare of

tourists amid Covid-19 pandemic were investigated. Six (6) tourists were initially interviewed on how

they think Divisoria can be promoted as a shopping tourism destination in the country and how the

destination can be adept to Covid-19 pandemic. Sixty (60) respondents were then surveyed on the

potential of Divisoria on being a tourist shopping district, focusing on the aspects of shopping culture,

service quality, product value and reliability, physical features of stalls and supporting facilities. Tourists

are found to be motivated to shop in Divisoria because of cheap �nds, accessibility to transportation,

variety of goods sold, and availability of local produce. They are also attracted to visit Divisoria due to

the accounts of family and friends which increase their curiosity of the place, as well as the association

of the destination to holidays. The added value of experiencing vast cultures in the Philippines through

Divisoria can be considered a unique selling proposition of the place that may translate to multiplicity

of positive word-of-mouth marketing.
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1. Introduction

Over the past six decades, tourism has experi-

enced continued expansion and diversi�cation, be-

coming one of the largest and fastest-growing eco-

nomic sectors in the world. Tourism and shopping

are closely related as stated by Egresi (2017), and

the in�uence of shopping has always been a major

component on a tourist's motivation to travel and

cannot be excluded from a travel experience. Pre-

vious research has indicated that shopping could

make up for a signi�cant part of the tourist ex-

perience and could provide signi�cant bene�ts to

destinations by contributing to local retail reve-

nue and by generating many jobs (Egresi, 2017).

However, in the case of shopping when traveling,

pleasure is not the only primary reason especially

when the destination is regulated as a low-priced

destination. The misleading concept of low-priced

destinations should not be a hindrance to attract

other visitors aside from bargain hunters.

When exploring a city, it is also worthwhile for a

traveller to experience the culture of a destination.

According to Egresi and Polat (2016), shopping is

considered as a secondary motivation to travel but

still plays an important role on the tourist's travel

experience. Buliah (2018) proposes that o�ering

the right product and providing exceptional ser-

vice to tourists that would entice them to shop are

important aspects in developing a place for shop-

ping.

In the Philippines, a place called Divisoria is

seen as an emerging shopping destination in the

country. People �nd their way to di�erent malls

and streets of Divisoria any time of the day to

look for potential shopping items to buy. Tourists

do not mind the voluminous people in the desti-

nation as they scout for cheap �nds in the place.

With a perceived limitation of the shopping desti-

nation on facilities and safety, the researchers see

the importance of knowing how both local and fo-

reign tourists provide signi�cant input in further

improving the international appeal of Divisoria as

a shopping tourism destination. Finding ways on

how this place can be developed into one of the

preferred shopping destinations in Asia is an im-

portant contribution to the tourism industry of the

country.

Figure 1 | Tourists shops for a variety of products in the streets of Divisoria before COVID-19 pandemic
Photo Credits: https://theculturetrip.com/asia/philippines/articles/the-8-best-markets-in-manila-philippines/
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With common knowledge of people on the

place as a destination for cheap �nds, people still

�ock Divisoria for their shopping needs despite the

Covid-19 pandemic. The local government of the

City of Manila reminded tourists to follow mini-

mum health and safety protocols during the peak

of holiday shopping in December 2020. As so-

cial distancing is enforced in shopping destinations

this time of pandemic, physical shopping of goods

has been challenging to tourists. Wearing of face

masks and face shields are also enforced to protect

oneself from getting infected with the virus. These

circumstances may cause discomfort and fear to

tourists in doing face to face shopping and may

result to other means of getting the goods they

need and want.

Figure 2 | Tourists doing holiday shopping during COVID-19 pandemic
Photo Credits: https://www.rappler.com/nation/doh-tells-private-hospitals-increase-covid-19-beds-preparation-holiday-surge

Figure 3 | Tourists shopping in Divisoria wear face masks and face shields
Photo Credits: https://news.abs-cbn.com/news/12/07/20/covid-19-cases-in-ph-top-441000
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The relationship between shopping and tourism

can be divided into two categories. The �rst one,

where the primary source of the tourist trip is to

shop, is termed shopping tourism. The second is

called tourist shopping, where shopping is done

as a secondary activity during a trip which may

be motivated primarily by something other than

shopping. Whichever is the reason of a tourist for

shopping, the destination of choice bene�ts from

the �nancial activity of buying something for them-

selves or for other people in a speci�c tourist place.

Research shows that due to the constant growth of

shopping malls, developers attracted consumers to

malls by o�ering an assortment of stores in a sin-

gle location. These stores include fast food courts,

art exhibits, restaurants, video arcades, movie the-

atres, hair salons and dental o�ces. This prompts

the customers to consume products and services

in a variety of ways within a mall (Bloch, Ridgway,

Dawson, 1994).

With respect to shopping motives, Buttle

(1992) believes that shopping motives vary accor-

ding to various contexts. For instance, the motive

in grocery shopping is di�erent from gift shopping.

The studies of Sheth (1983) and Eastlick and Fein-

berg (1999) proposed that shopping motives com-

prise functional and non-functional motives. Func-

tional motives refer to tangible attributes such as

convenience, variety and quality of merchandise,

and physical facility. Non-functional motives, on

the other hand, include social needs for interaction

with other people and non-tangible retailer attri-

butes such as company reputation and customers'

perceptions.

Divisoria is a commercial centre located in the

bisection of Tondo and Recto, retailing diverse pro-

ducts for a�ordable prices. It is branded as a �bar-

gain hunters' haven�, thus, making it possible for

Divisoria to qualify as a low-priced tourist shopping

destination. It is sectioned into di�erent malls and

outdoor stalls. The area is famous among the lo-

cals, having around 700,000 visitors daily in 2017,

according to the Manila Police District. As Mong-

kok Night Market in Hong Kong and Rot Fai Mar-

ket in Thailand were transformed into a well-known

tourist shopping districts in Asia, it is not impos-

sible to position Divisoria for the same purpose.

Since Hong Kong and Thailand markets are like

Divisoria in terms of their environment, volume of

visitors, and concept of selling styles - in this case

competition-oriented selling is used, the potential

of Divisoria becomes worth investigating.

With the prevalence of the COVID-19 pande-

mic for almost a year and a half now, it is necessary

to know how a budding shopping tourism destina-

tion in the Philippines can be developed as part of

the bucket list of travellers. The accounts of both

local and foreign tourists are essential in knowing

how it can become an attractive destination where

one can enjoy a shopping experience amidst the

pandemic.

2. Literature review

2.1. Shopping as reason for tourism

Shopping and tourism are seen as mutually de-

pendent in popular destinations like Singapore and

East Asian countries. In fact, shopping is con-

sidered a tourist attraction and a lucrative tou-

rist activity in Singapore (Henderson et al., 2011).

Meanwhile, there is a high percentage of tourists

in South Africa who visit the country because of

shopping and trade (Saayman & Saayman, 2012)

as shopping also leads to more tourism-related ac-

tivities such as booze and nightlife tourism (Tou-

bes & Vargas-Sanchez, 2021), gastronomic tou-

rism and heritage tourism.

In general, shopping is rated as the second

most important expenditure item in tourism after

accommodation; however, when it comes to well--

known shopping destinations, such as Hong Kong,

shopping is number one expenditure (Turner and

Reisinger, 2001).
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2.2. Tourist Shopping Preferences

Studying shopping patterns and behaviors of

tourists are essential in tourism planning and pro-

motion (Heung & Qu, 1998). Mall shopping is im-

portant to senior travellers (Littrell et al., 2004).

Cleanliness and services are identi�ed to be signi-

�cant to those travellers between 50 and 90 years

old (Littrell et al., 2004). In addition, some impor-

tance is noted on mall appearance (Sheth, 1983).

In cross cultural buyer-seller interaction, there

are values and perceived expectations which are

functional, social or organizational, personal or

emotional, and epistemic or innovative in nature

(Egresi & Kara, 2015). Customer satisfaction is

important for guaranteeing long-term existence in

the competitive business environment (Bhuiyan &

Darda, 2021). Tourists who are called dedicated

shoppers and spend 40% or more of travel bud-

get on shopping in Istanbul are from non-Western

countries and motivated to travel because of shop-

ping (Egresi, 2017).

People do catalog shopping with high regard

to functional motives, having convenience, percei-

ved value and order services as priorities (Egresi,

2017). Malkowski, Mickiewicz and Malkowska

(2020) segmented shoppers as product-focused

shoppers, cultural experience shoppers, reluctant

shoppers, di�erence seekers, and total shoppers. In

Polish-German borderland, shopping tourism be-

comes an important element of information po-

licy and regional and local marketing for it increa-

ses the competitiveness of the cross-border region

(Choi et al., 2016).

2.3. Marketing a destination for shopping

tourism

To develop tourism shopping villages and mar-

keting plan, there must be a cooperation between

tourism and retail industries (Littrell et al., 2004).

A planning tool for developing marketing strategy

in the hotel, restaurant and travel include product,

promotion, place or channels, price, marketing or-

ganization, and budget (Buttle, 2015). Theme

Shopping Tourism (TST) can be conceptualized

when commodities are luxurious, price are low, and

routes to sightseeing spots are advantageous to

shopping tourism (Liu & Wang, 2010). It is sug-

gested that providing a higher level of shopping

experience for tourists and increasing the contri-

bution of shopping to the regional economy re-

quire supporting indigenous local people via vari-

ous �scal and educational instruments to continue

producing and retailing authentic handicrafts and

souvenir goods.

2.4. Economic bene�t from shopping tourism

For the last decade, the direction of interna-

tional tourism development has been the growth

of emerging economy destinations through develo-

ping unique shopping experiences that add value

to the touristic value of the destination while repre-

senting a signi�cant source of income for the Eco-

nomy (Rifai, 2014). In fact, shopping tourism is

currently emerging as a growing component of the

travel experience, thus destinations have huge op-

portunities to leveraging the market trend through

developing authentic and unique shopping experi-

ences that add value to the touristic value of the

destination while representing a signi�cant source

of income for the economy (Egresi & Kara, 2015).

This translates to more booked hotels, more diners

in restaurants, and more purchases in retail stores.

Shopping tourism can be considered as one of

the solutions to economic problems of cities th-

rough avoidance of business closures (Henderson

et al., 2011). Retailers are important component

in the tourism in the tourism industry of Singa-

pore since they have several favorable qualities as

a shopping destination (Henderson et al., 2011).

It is important to initiate joint strategies with tra-

ders and local institutions that promotes sustaina-
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ble shopping tourism in a destination (Henderson

et al., 2011).

In the Integrated Multilevel Perspective The-

ory of Timothy (2005), he introduced the concep-

tual relationship among consumption, shopping,

and tourism. He described the connection between

shopping as a leisure activity and tourism as a form

of leisure. Shopping is among the most common

and enjoyable activities undertaken by people on

holidays and, in numerous cases, provide a major

attraction and basic motivation for travel. A point

is also made regarding how tourists are encoura-

ged to shop in di�erent tourism locations by its

means of uniqueness, attractive nature of shops,

range of foods, and the ambiance of the stores.

Shopping may not be the primary attraction in va-

cation destinations, but shopping opportunities are

important element in destination marketing.

Having the COVID-19 pandemic up to this

time, the landscape of shopping activities abrup-

tly changed. Shopping with face masks and face

shields, as well as the thought of getting infec-

ted from other shoppers and business owners, ma-

kes shopping not a leisure activity anymore. What

used to be an exciting tourism activity turned to

be a struggle for shoppers, as well as to the busi-

ness owners and peddlers who also �nds leisure on

overwhelming number of shoppers without thin-

king of possible health hazards.

2.5. Research Gap

Though there are a number of tourism research

done, there is still limited number of studies on

shopping tourism which may focus on tourist en-

joyment, tourist emotions, and tourism experience

(Henderson et al., 2011). Though Globe Shop-

per Index recognizes the importance of the role

of destination attributes in the competitiveness a

shopping destination, previous studies in shopping

tourism have not focused on this (Henderson et

al., 2011). With this study, how Divisoria can

be marketed as a shopping tourism destination th-

rough the insights of both local and foreign tourists

can be investigated. The knowledge on destination

marketing in the context of Covid-19 is considered

a timely and relevant information in the tourism

and hospitality industry that may be used for re-

covery strategies (Sengel, 2021).

This paper aims to evaluate the potential of

Divisoria as a shopping tourism destination that

is comparable to other destinations in Southeast

Asia and even in other regions. Speci�cally, this

research investigates how local and foreign tourists

assess Divisoria as a potential tourist shopping dis-

trict in terms of shopping culture, service quality,

product value and reliability, physical features of

stalls and other shopping and shop supporting faci-

lities. This also intends to determine the variance

between the assessments, the motivating factors

that a�ect the shopping experience tourists, and

the factors that may contribute on the success of

Divisoria as a shopping tourism destination.

3. Methods

3.1. Procedure

In this study, both qualitative and quantitative

research methods were used by the researchers to

gather data. Through employing a survey among

respondents, this study can gain generalizable re-

sults on the perception of both foreign and local

tourists on the di�erent aspects this shopping tou-

rism destination has. Meanwhile, the interviews

with the participants provide thick descriptions of

their thoughts on the shopping experiences, as well

as the concepts they have about shopping in Divi-

soria.

The variables indicated in this study are the

bases of the researchers in constructing the sur-

vey questionnaire and interview guide. The quan-

titative aspect used comparative research while the
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qualitative part used analytical research in data or-

ganization. The researchers gained understanding

and validated results using mixed-research.

3.2. Participants

The participants in this research are the shop-

pers in Divisoria, which include both local and fo-

reign tourists. The selection of the participants is

based on the consideration of tourists as the core

of the destination and its development.

The researchers used a sample of the popula-

tion of the consumers selecting 30 local tourists

and 30 foreign tourists in Divisoria to answer a

self-administered survey questionnaire. As for the

interview part of data gathering, the researchers

selected four (4) local tourists and two (2) fo-

reign tourists. Non-probability sampling, speci�-

cally convenience sampling, was used.

A survey of the consumers is necessary to

gather data with numerical results, in which each

number has a corresponding interpretation. This

helped the researchers since the data gave an exact

value, as well as the impression of Divisoria as a

potential tourist shopping district from the consu-

mers' point of view was interpreted clearly by the

researchers. The survey is divided into �ve parts:

Personal Pro�le, Shopping Culture, Service Qua-

lity, Product Value and Reliability, Physical Featu-

res of Stalls and Supporting Facilities.

An interview of the tourists in Divisoria was

necessary to gather speci�c data based on the sta-

tements that they provided, which gave the rese-

archers information on how to further develop the

action plan of developing Divisoria as a potential

tourist destination.

4. Results

4.1 Assessment on the Potentials of Divisoria

as a Shopping Tourism Destination

The survey among local and foreign tourists

includes close-ended questions which solicit infor-

mation on their perception on the potentials of

Divisoria as a shopping destination in the Philip-

pines. The indicators considered include shopping

culture, service quality, product value, physical fe-

atures and supporting facilities.

Table 1 | Respondents' Assessment on Divisoria as a Potential

Shopping Tourism Destination

Based on the local consumer's results on satis-

faction level of overall criteria, most of the results

are very satisfactory in terms of �shopping culture�,

�product value and reliability�, �service quality� and

�physical features of stalls�. However, �supporting

facilities� is rated as satisfactory. The overall mean

value of the locals in terms of their satisfaction le-

vel on the overall criteria of Divisoria as a potential

tourist shopping district is 3.63 with a rate of very

satisfactory. On the other hand, foreign consu-

mers rated �shopping culture� as excellent followed

by the �product value and reliability� and �service

quality� with the rate of very satisfactory and di�er

on their mean values 3.71 and 3.45, respectively.

Similar to the foreign consumer's result, both �phy-

sical features of stalls� and �supporting facilities�

are rated as satisfactory with mean values of 3.30

and 3.18 respectively. The overall mean value for

the foreign consumers in terms of their satisfaction

level on the overall criteria of Divisoria as a poten-

tial tourist shopping district is 3.59 with the rate of
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very satisfactory. This proves that the supporting

facilities in Divisoria needs more improvement.

The composite ratings show that the results of

local and foreign consumers' criteria of Divisoria

are similar but di�er on their mean value. Howe-

ver, the overall mean value of the composite ra-

tings resulted to 3.61 rated as very satisfactory.

4.2. Variance on Assessment on Divisoria as

a Potential Tourist Shopping Destination

The results of the assessment of both local and

foreign tourists were analyzed using t-test. This is

to determine the variance in the assessments of

these two (2) di�erent groups of tourists. See Ta-

ble 2.

Table 2 | Test of Signi�cant Di�erence on Respondents'

Assessment on Divisoria as a Potential Shopping Tourism

Destination

Generally, there is no signi�cant di�erence on

the assessment of local consumers on the poten-

tials of Divisoria as a tourist shopping district.

However, it was found out that there is a signi-

�cant di�erence on the assessment of the foreign

and local consumers in terms of Shopping Culture.

Based on the results, there was a variance

found between the local and foreign consumers'

rating in terms of Shopping Culture. The ove-

rall rating of local consumers' satisfaction level of

shopping culture is very satisfactory, while foreign

consumers' satisfaction level in terms of shopping

culture is excellent, which it makes it di�erent from

each other's level of satisfaction. On the other

hand, local and foreign consumers' satisfaction le-

vel in terms of service quality, product value and

reliability, physical features of stalls, and suppor-

ting facilities were found to have no signi�cant dif-

ference.

The high regard of foreign tourists on the cul-

tural experience in Divisoria shopping suggests va-

rious business opportunities for the mall and stall

concessionaires. If cultural aspect is identi�ed as

having much value to customers, Divisoria may

have been starting to establish itself with an image

as a shopping destination that is rich in cultural

experiences for foreign tourists.

5. Discussion

5.1 Motivating Factors that A�ect the Shop-

ping Experience

Pull Factors of Divisoria as a Shopping Destina-

tion.

One of the reasons for foreign and local tourists

to be attracted to Divisoria is its image of being

a shopping haven. It considered as a place where

almost all items one need at home, in school, or

even at work can be bought. The variety of shop-

ping items that Divisoria o�ers to its varied clients

attracts tourists to explore what the destination

has to o�er to suit their needs and wants. As

how Egresi (2017) puts it, tourism and shopping

are inseparable. People go to places which satisfy

their desire for shopping and this phenomenon of

being able to attract people to shop leads to an

industry in tourism.

Aside from the variety of products one can

�nd in Divisoria, tourists appreciate the availabi-

lity of local products of the Philippines. When

people shop in a certain place, they are also after

the culture that comes with it. For the tourists,

the local products that can purchase in Divisoria

emanates a shopping experience that makes them

appreciate how people do things in the Philippines

and how culture is re�ected in these products. As

mentioned in Liu and Wang (2010), supporting in-
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digenous people in retailing authentic handicrafts

and souvenir goods provides a higher level of shop-

ping experience.

What contributes more to the attractiveness of

Divisoria is the relatively low prices of goods sold.

Compared to other malls, local and foreign tourists

think that their money has more value when they

spend it in Divisoria. With a certain budget for

shopping, they believe that they have maximized

their potential of buying what they need in the

least cost possible. This cost-e�ectiveness is even

strengthened by the destination's location being

considered as accessible to all means of transpor-

tation. Being in a prime spot in the middle of

Manila, Divisoria can be reached by bus, jeepney,

taxi, and light rail transit (LRT) if tourists choose

to commute to and from Divisoria.

Push Factors of Divisoria as a Shopping Destina-

tion

Tourists visit Divisoria as they hear positive

word-of-mouth from their relative and friends. The

favorable shopping experiences of these people

whom tourists trust in the aspect of recommen-

ding a place to shop. These people are considered

as key opinion leaders for tourists as they need so-

mebody to provide them with reliable leads for a

good shopping experience. Such is one push factor

which can be observed in their decision to shop.

Based on these positive feedbacks, their curio-

sity on a certain place increase. As these in�uential

people for tourists create a consistent account of

Divisoria, they become interested in visiting the

place and hopeful that they too will have the simi-

lar favorable shopping experience. Divisoria, being

branded as a shopping destination for holiday shop-

ping, is perceived as a one-stop-shop where all the

relevant shopping needs of tourists can be made.

The wide array of choices of products that are lin-

ked to shopping seasons even made Divisoria more

attractive to them.

Lastly, the impression of value for money drives

tourists to consider Divisoria as the perfect place

to maximize their budget. The numerous stalls

where they can see similar products provides them

with an opportunity to compare prices and to pro-

ceed with buying the same products at the lowest

possible price. This behaviour of tourists presents

a price-driven set of clients who value their bud-

get while enjoying the shopping experience in a

certain destination. Understanding the quality of

these tourist experiences is essential for tourism

development such as in the case of Divisoria, as

it helps to better position the brand by engaging

both visitors and residents (Ghasemi, 2019).

5.2. Prioritizing safe shopping experience in

Divisoria

As physical features and supporting facilities

are found to be moderately satisfactory to both

local and foreign tourists, administrators must ca-

pitalize the current low volume of shoppers as an

opportunity for needed structural renovations. Di-

visoria should be recreated as a shopping tourism

destination that does not only provide shopping

needs of tourists, but also ensure customer mind-

set that the shopping experience itself can still be

safe and enjoyable despite the onset of Covid-19

pandemic.

Local and foreign tourists pinpointed an im-

portant aspect for a shopping tourism destination

� that is, a convenient space where one can easily

shop for their needs and a safe space which ensures

their protection from being infected with Covid-19

during actual shopping. This �nding also suggests

that the appearance of the malls in Divisoria is no

longer at par with the other shopping destinations

that they have been and the amenities it has no

longer conform to the expectations of these tra-

vellers when it comes to a destination choice for

shopping. When this area of concern is given much

attention the soonest possible time, Divisoria may

be able to sustain the shopping interests of those
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who have been there, as well as may attract more

local and foreign tourists who are interested with

the destination but are particular to the physical

features and supporting facilities of a place.

5.3. Highlighting cultural shopping experience

in Divisoria

Apart from repackaging Divisoria as a safe des-

tination, focusing on the culturally diverse shop-

ping that Divisoria can make a tourist experience

may further attract more shoppers. The added va-

lue of experiencing vast cultures in the Philippines

through Divisoria can be considered a unique sel-

ling proposition of the place that may translate to

multiplicity of positive word-of-mouth marketing.

The variety of shopping items that are avai-

lable in Divisoria creates a haven of culture-rich

shopping opportunity where local and foreign tou-

rists would have access to the local produce of

the Philippines, as well as to the imported goods

from other Asian countries and even outside the

region. The wide array of products that are rea-

dily available for purchase in retail and wholesale

provides tourists the opportunity to be acquainted

with what other countries have to o�er in a pro-

duct which in one way or another, re�ects their

way of life, beliefs, traditions, and even practices.

Aside from the cultural experiences derived

from the products, tourists can also have the op-

portunity to mingle with other shoppers, retai-

lers, and wholesalers as they hop from one stall to

another in looking for products that they may con-

sider as a good �nd and as having value for money.

As they stroll in the di�erent alleys of the shopping

mall, tourists may have potential interaction with

people whom they consider as casual acquaintance

or may even develop into new friendships whom

they can share cultural experiences as well.

6. Conclusion

Divisoria has established an image of being the

top-of-mind choice when doing holiday shopping

for a variety of low-priced goods. Tourists value

the narrative accounts of shoppers with previous

shopping experience in Divisoria. The rich cultural

diversity present in the availability of a variety of

products may be capitalized as a unique shopping

experience for tourists where choice of physical lay-

out, concessionaires, and events can be anchored.

Mall management, together with the city adminis-

trators, must consider improving its physical fa-

cilities geared towards health and safety protocol

compliance in shopping during the new normal.

With the high risk for researchers in conducting

face to face survey and interview with shoppers,

this study only included a relatively small num-

ber of samples. This limitation can be mitigated

by future researchers through utilizing communi-

cation technologies which can serve the same pur-

pose of soliciting information on how a speci�c

shopping location can be developed into a tourism

destination. Future researchers may conduct more

in-depth investigation on how a shopping tourism

destination can still thrive in its sales and opera-

tions though physical shopping is very limited at

this time.

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to af-

fect other shopping destinations in the world, it

is necessary to study how a tourist spot can be

adept to the changing needs of time. A thorough

investigation of how both local and foreign tourists

perceive a shopping experience with a destination

is a valuable contribution on how this industry can

become more resilient and even advance its stra-

tegies on making the most of the place amidst the

pandemic.

Since this study is conducted during the height

of the COVID-19 pandemic in the Philippines,

there are only a few local and foreign tourists who

are included in the study. There could be more

insightful discussion of shopping tourism potenti-
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als of a destination when more tourists were con-

sidered in this study. Aside from knowing their

experiences with the place, sustainability of being

a shopping tourism destination would have clearer

descriptions through how tourists foresee develop-

ments that would make their shopping experience

more appealing, enjoyable, and convenient. Future

studies on how destinations can be branded and re-

branded so as to meet the changing preferences of

tourists as we recover from the negative impacts

of COVID-19 pandemic on the tourism industry.
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